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The hybrid perovskite CH3NH3PbI3 (MAPI) exhibits long minority-carrier life-
times and diffusion lengths. We show that slow recombination originates from
a spin-split indirect-gap. Large internal electric fields act on spin-orbit-coupled
band extrema, shifting band-edges to inequivalent wavevectors, making the funda-
mental gap indirect. From a description of photoluminescence within the quasi-
particle self-consistent GW approximation for MAPI, CdTe, and GaAs, we pre-
dict carrier lifetime as a function of light intensity and temperature. At operat-
ing conditions we find radiative recombination in MAPI is reduced by a factor
of more than 350 compared to direct gap behavior. The indirect gap is retained
with dynamic disorder. C 2016 Author(s). All article content, except where oth-
erwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4955028]
Metal-organic perovskite solar cells, CH3NH3PbI3 (MAPI) in particular, have attracted much
recent attention because of their high power conversion efficiency and potential low cost. The mate-
rial exhibits strong absorptivity characteristic of a direct-gap semiconductor, with the slow radiative
recombination characteristic of an indirect-gap semiconductor. The minority carrier diffusion length
considerably exceeds the material thickness required for complete solar capture. As such, internal
quantum efficiencies approach 100%.1 Power conversion efficiencies as high as 21% have been
reported.2 The constituent elements are abundant and efficient devices can be made with solution
processing methods which offer the potential for low-cost and large scale production. MAPI is thus
perhaps the first competitive realization of a “third generation” solar cell.3
Minority carrier recombination lifetimes of tens of microseconds are reported in MAPI by
time-resolved photoluminescent (TRPL) spectroscopy and other methods.4–6 Such long lifetimes
are found in high-quality samples of crystalline silicon, the archetype indirect-gap semiconductor.
A variety of trap-based models have been used to interpret the TRPL data.6,7 These models suggest
that the long lifetimes are due to immobilization of charges in traps. However, samples (both single-
and poly-crystalline) with trap density differences of the order 105 have lifetime variations of only
an order of magnitude. This suggests that lifetime is weakly correlated with measured trap density.
Further, longer lifetimes are observed in low trap-density single-crystal samples.
We show that the observed slow radiative recombination is an intrinsic property of MAPI due
to the details of the electronic band structure. We formulate the recombination rate in the framework
of the quasiparticle self-consistent GW (QSGW) approximation. A spin-split indirect-gap is formed.
Assuming charge carriers thermalize rapidly within a band, we calculate recombination as a func-
tion of charge density (illumination intensity) and temperature. With low doping density and solar
illumination intensities, the material exhibits an indirect-gap. We show that under operating solar
aElectronic mail: mark.van_schilfgaarde@kcl.ac.uk
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FIG. 1. Electronic band structure of CH3NH3PbI3. (a) schematic of absorption and recombination processes. The conduction
bands (red) are split around R, as opposed to conventional direct-gap semiconductors, where there is a single minimum.
Photon absorption (dark grey arrows) generate electron-hole pairs, which quickly thermalize to their respective band edges
(dark gray arrows) creating a quasi-equilibrium distribution of carriers (red and green). The excess electrons and hole
populations can recombine, creating a photon in the process (light grey arrow). Without phonon assist the transitions must
be vertical, as shown. If the electron and hole populations are small, the volume of overlapping k space between the red and
green distributions becomes exponentially small in 1/kBT , while in CdTe and GaAs the two populations occupy the same
phase space for any concentration. (b) QSGW band structure for a section of the M–R–Γ lines. There is a significant splitting
of the conduction band near R (E ∼ 1.75 eV), and a much smaller splitting of the valence band, near (E = 0).
cell conditions, radiative recombination rate is suppressed by over 350 fold; moreover, it varies in an
anomalous manner, increasing rapidly with temperature, and illumination intensity and doping. This
is in contra-distinction to semiconductors such as CdTe or GaAs, whose recombination properties
are also calculated.
For crystals without inversion symmetry, spin-orbit coupling (SOC) splits spin-degenerate
levels in non-magnetic systems. In MAPI, significant local electric fields, acting on the large SOC
contribution from the heavy lead atom, generate a significant shift in the spin-degenerate conduction
band minimum of Pb 6p character. This minimum splits into a pair of minima antipodal to the
original point,8 causing the gap to become slightly indirect (Fig. 1). We investigate the effect of
dynamic disorder on this spin splitting. Our initial model is a single unit cell, with an infinite array
of aligned organic moieties. In reality, the organic moiety rotates on a picosecond time scale at room
temperature.9–12 We sample molecular dynamics realizations of a disordered supercell. In spite of
the disorder, the spin-split indirect-gap is not only present but enhanced.
The band splitting is a robust property of the material in working solar cells that suppresses
radiative recombination of minority charge carriers, enhancing the photovoltaic action. Two recent
studies have noted the importance of the formation of an indirect band gap on the recombination
rate of MAPI.13,14 In Ref. 13, an indirect gap was observed for certain molecular orientations. In
Ref. 14, the indirect band gap is recognized as the result of Rashba splitting, leading to a mismatch
in both momentum and spin. While their work emphasizes spin mismatch, we believe that the
momentum-mismatch dominates device performance as the valence bands are only slightly split,
and geminate recombination is likely to be a minor process.
In this letter, we report the recombination rate with spin-orbit coupling included in the Hamil-
tonian, thus directly treating both spin and momentum mismatch. To our knowledge, the only
comparable calculation of radiative recombination was by Filippetti et al.22 where the rate was
calculated from density-functional theory without the spin-orbit coupling that is essential for both
momentum and spin mismatch.
Above 162 K, MAPI undergoes a continuous transition from a tetragonal to a pseudocubic
structure.10 At room temperature the tetragonal distortion is small, c/2a ≈ 1.01. The organic moiety
in MAPI has a relatively low barrier to rotation15 and rotates at room temperature in a quasi-random
fashion. On average the structure can be considered to be cubic.9–11 We initially construct a model
with a single formula unit of CH3NH3PbI3. We orient the organic moiety along [100], [110], and
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[111], where local potential energy minima are found, which generate three structures representa-
tive of the disordered system.
In the absence of spin-orbit coupling the valence band maximum (VBM) and conduction band
minimum (CBM) kmin lie at the ⟨111⟩ R point.8,16 The former consists mainly of I 5p character,
the latter mainly Pb 6p. The degeneracy of both extrema is split and displaced by spin-orbit coupl-
ing (⟨ξ(r)⟩L · S), which originates near the atomic cores where ξ(r) is large (Fig. 1). ⟨ξ⟩ scales
approximately as Z2.
With Pb being so heavy (Z = 82), ⟨ξ⟩L · S strongly affects the lead 6p conduction band,
spin-splitting the minima into a pair of distinct states offset from R (Fig. 1). The iodine 5p valence
band is affected to a lesser extent (Z = 53), the spin-split displacement is small, resulting in a
flattened region in reciprocal space due to the overlapping minima. The spin-orbit coupling narrows
the band gap by ∼1 eV. The spin splitting is linear in k, in contrast to typical semiconductors where
it varies as k3. The band gap thus becomes slightly indirect. The direct band gap E0 remains at R and
is 75 meV larger than the indirect gap.
The joint density-of-states (JDOS), relevant for absorption, differs from its direct-gap values
in only a small energy range around E0. The flattened valence band contributes to a large density
of states available for optical transition at the direct-gap. Thus absorption is only slightly affected
by the spin-splitting: MAPI absorbs solar radiation as though it were a direct-gap semiconductor.
However, radiative recombination is dramatically suppressed. This is extremely unusual for a so-
lar cell material, where typically emission and absorption are the direct reverse of one another.
Photoexcited electrons (holes) rapidly thermalize to a small region of k space centered at the
conduction (valence) band edges. The asymmetry in kCBMmin and k
VBM
min means that there is a low
joint density-of-states of the thermalized minority carriers. Direct (k conserving) recombination is
thereby reduced.
Higher temperature leads to greater thermal broadening and a larger overlap in the joint
density-of-states, increasing radiative recombination. High density of photogenerated charges (or
extrinsic charge carrier doping) fills the small pockets at the CBM. Radiative recombination in-
creases critically, reverting to direct-gap semiconductor behaviour. This property is intrinsic to the
material; no defect or trap states are needed to explain why radiative recombination is suppressed
at low photon flux but increase dramatically at high photon flux. There is some evidence for such
behaviour: carrier lifetimes demonstrate a sharp fall at moderate injection densities.7
Here we formulate an ab initio theory for radiative recombination within the QSGW approx-
imation.17 QSGW is parameter free. In sp semiconductors a wide range of electronic properties
are uniformly well described,18 including splitting from the Dresselhaus terms.19 Few fully ab
initio formulations of radiative recombination have been reported.20 Calculations using the van
Roosbroeck-Shockley relation with experimental21 and theoretical22 absorption coefficients have
been published. We directly calculate the recombination rate without model parameters, adapting
the standard theory of dielectric response to non-equilibrium carrier populations.
The recombination dynamics of carriers within the bulk of an intrinsic semiconductor (n = p)
can often be accurately described by a third-order rate equation
dn
dt
= G − nA − n2B − n3C. (1)
Here n is the density of excited carriers and G is a source term describing constant photogeneration
of carriers.23 These parameters are often fit to experimental transient data across a large range
of laser fluences and thus carrier densities.24 An implicit assumption is that these coefficients do
not vary across the carrier density regime experimentally accessed. A is related to the one-body
non-radiative carrier recombination, which proceeds through crystal defect levels as intermediate
states. We are concerned with intrinsic recombination and do not consider this extrinsic process. C
is the three-body Auger recombination coefficient. This has been calculated in a GW framework25
but it becomes important under strongly non-equilibrium carrier populations and we omit it here.
The two-body coefficient B describes radiative recombination of free carriers and is intimately
connected with both absorption and emission. Photo-generated carriers thermalize to the band edges
on a picosecond time scale,26 which is fast compared to the radiative recombination time (ns to µs).
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We will assume that photoexcited carriers thermalize instantaneously within a band to form
quasi-equilibrium Fermi-Dirac distributions of electrons and holes. Thus the occupation probability
of an excited electron c is given by fc =
 
exp[(Ec − EFc )/kBT] − 1
−1, where Ec − EFc is the excita-
tion energy relative to the electron quasi-Fermi level. The corresponding distribution f v for excited
holes is the same form, substituting Ec − EFc → Ev − EFv . In practice, we specify T , and electron
and hole populations n and p. From the QSGW band structure we can calculate the density of states
and so determine EFc and E
F
v from n and p.
To establish that QSGW can reliably predict the photoluminescent process, we compute B for
the benchmark materials GaAs and CdTe. This both validates the method developed here and serves
as points of comparison to MAPI.
Under solar intensities a small population of electrons (holes) is excited to the conduction
(valence) band (Fig. 1). This density is relatively small for an operating solar cell (∼1017 cm−3).
Only a small area of k space near the band edges is utilized by photo-excited charge carriers. Nu-
merically, this necessitates a fine k mesh to adequately sample the near regions of the band minima.
Some additional modest approximations are necessary to make the calculation tractable. We neglect
local fields and use the independent-particle (time-dependent Hartree) approximation. This approx-
imation misses the Wannier excitons below the band edge, but they are very shallow.27,28 If the
potential is local,
ϵ(ω) =

kcv
ϵkcv(ω) (2)
Im ϵkcv(ω) = 1
~
(
2πe
mω
)2
|Pkcv |2 fc(1 − f v)δ(ω − ωkcv). (3)
ϵkcv resolves ϵ into individual electron-hole excitations between Bloch states v and c; ~ωkcv
= Ec(k) − Ev(k) is the excitation energy of the cv pair. The photons couple c to v, which for direct
transitions simplifies to a matrix element of the momentum operator Pkcv. We omit phonon-assisted
indirect transitions that do not conserve k because they are weaker, higher-order processes. As
written Eq. (3) is approximate because the QSGW potential is non-local. However, for transitions
close to E0 the effect of non-locality can be described by a scaling of Pkcv.29 Further details of the
theory are given in the supplementary material.30
By resolving Im ϵ into individual pair contributions, the transition rate (Einstein coefficient)
Akcv between a cv pair can be readily identified,
Akcv =
nre2ωkcv |Pkcv |2
πϵ0~c3m2
, (4)
and the energy-resolved radiative recombination rate is
Rkcv(ω) = fc(1 − f v)Akcvδ[ω − ωkcv]. (5)
The total emission rate
Rtot =
 ∞
0
dω

kcv
Rkcv(ω) (6)
is conventionally expressed in terms of a carrier density independent recombination lifetime τ or a
B coefficient
τ−1 = Bn = Rtot/n. (7)
We neglect the scattering processes that eventually lead to thermalization of electrons (holes)
during photoluminescence. We adopt the standard approximation in device modeling and as-
sume that recombination is slow compared to the scattering of charge carriers within a band, so
a quasi-equilibrium Fermi-Dirac distribution is maintained with a well-defined, band-dependent
chemical potential.
B, computed as a function of carrier density for MAPI, CdTe, and GaAs at several tempera-
tures, is shown in Fig. 2. Measured values at room temperature are displayed in Table I. These vary
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FIG. 2. Radiative recombination coefficient for varying temperature and excitation intensity. (a) Radiative recombination
coefficientB in the intrinsic case n = p.B for CdTe, GaAs, and MAPI at room temperature, varying photoexcitation density
n. All have comparable direct band gaps and effective masses. At n > 1018 cm−3 the MAPI spin-split indirect-gap saturates
and the rate of radiative recombination becomes similar in all three materials. Also shown are MAPI calculated at 200 K and
400 K. The effect of the indirect gap becomes more pronounced as T decreases. (b) Temperature dependence of radiative
recombination for n = 1016 cm−3.
widely, presumably owing to the competition of B with other, non-radiative, recombination paths.
The presence of these pathways will depend strongly on how the material is fabricated, and so the
smallest measured B value is probably the most reliable, and the most directly comparable to our
calculations. We calculate B to be more than two orders of magnitude smaller in MAPI than the
direct-gap semiconductors CdTe and GaAs, but larger than the fully indirect Si. MAPI resembles an
indirect gap semiconductor for radiative carrier recombination, and a direct gap semiconductor for
absorption.
The magnitude of B increases as the k-space overlap between electron and hole distributions
increases. This causes the rate of bimolecular recombination to depend on external parameters in an
unusual manner. For example, increasing temperature smears fc and f v over a wider band of k for
fixed n, causing B to increase with T . The temperature dependence of B in GaAs and CdTe (Fig. 2)
is weaker and of opposite sign. Further, bimolecular recombination will increase abruptly with
photoexcited carrier density once the electron pockets begin to fill up and overlap (n ∼ 1018 cm−3 in
Fig. 2), in sharp contrast to CdTe and GaAs. Only at high carrier concentrations when a significant
fraction of electrons and holes overlap does B in MAPI become comparable to B in CdTe, where it
also adopts the conventional behaviour and begins to decrease with increasing n. The strong carrier
density, and therefore laser-fluence, dependence of B suggests that global fits to time resolved data
are not a reliable method to infer B or lifetime from B (Equation (7)). The variation of B with carrier
density will make high fluence transients multi-exponential and break the expected relationship
between light-emission and carrier-density sensitive experimental probes.
For photoexcitation densities n < 1017 cm−3 (n = p), we find B ≈ 4 × 10−13 at room tempera-
ture. These are the charge carrier densities relevant for device operation in sunlight. As B is fairly
constant below this charge carrier density, we can use Equation (7) to derive a lifetime of order
TABLE I. Experimental and QSGW values forB at room temperature, and
n = 1017 cm−3.
Expt (10−12 cm3 s−1) QSGW
MAPI See text 0.49
GaAs35–37 130–1300 267
CdTe38–40 100–5100 195
Si41,42 0.001–0.01
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10-100 µs. This lifetime is consistent with values reported in the literature for single crystal samples
under 1 and 0.1 sun intensity.4–6
There are limited temperature dependent TRPL data available. Most data are for polycrystal-
line films, whereas our results would best be compared to single crystal measurements. Yet it has
been observed that the carrier lifetime is highly temperature sensitive at low fluence while being
temperature insensitive at high fluence.6 The increase in minority carrier lifetime with decreasing
sample temperature can be directly explained by a contraction of the Fermi-Dirac distribution near
the spin-split band minima.
So far we have considered MAPI in an idealized static structure. In reality, the high temperature
phase of MAPI is cubic on average only; the dipolar molecules between cages continually rotate,
the cages flex and tilt. Second-order Jahn-Teller deformations of the octahedra due to the Pb 6s
lone pair directly distort the lead iodide bonds, generating local electric fields near the atomic core
region where spin-orbit coupling is high. Recent molecular-dynamics simulations by Etienne et al.31
suggest that the conduction band splitting persists in the presence of disorder.
If the material has true inversion symmetry, as MAPI is believed to in the orthorhombic phase
below 162 K, no directional electric fields can exist, and so the spin-split indirect-gap should vanish.
The rate of radiative recombination should increase, increasing the competition with non-radiative
recombination and thus increasing photoluminescent efficiency.
To assess the effect of dynamic disorder we performed ab-initio molecular dynamics at 300 K
with a 2 × 2 × 2 supercell. Such supercells are able to accurately describe the phonon modes both
at the Γ point and the Brillouin zone boundary; these k-points contain the important low-energy
vibrational modes responsible for disorder. We extract 100 realizations, each temporally separated
by 2.5 ps, collected after an initial equilibration period. Given the increased computational cost of
this larger structure (96 versus 12 atoms), the electronic properties were calculated within the local
density approximation (LDA) including spin-orbit coupling. While our intent is to show the quali-
tative effect of disorder on the magnitude of the spin-split indirect-gap and the effective masses, the
LDA results for the ordered cells are in reasonable agreement with QSGW (Table II).
Between molecular dynamics snapshots, the spin-split band extrema and effective masses fluc-
tuate. As can be seen from values averaged over the 100 instances (Table II), disorder causes the
light effective masses to increase. This may explain the observed reduction in mobility as a function
of temperature, in the temperature regime where the organic moieties are increasingly disordered.
Surprisingly, the band minima spin-split kmin also increases with disorder. This suggests that the
cage deformation plays a more important role in generating the directional electric field than the
ordering of the moiety dipoles. This is indirectly supported by the success of the formamidinium
based perovskites, with smaller dipoles but larger anisotropy.32,33
Although the model presented here shows good agreement with experiment, other mechanisms
that suppress bimolecular recombination may be operative. In particular, electric fields generated
by local ferroelectric domains or defect segregation could separate electrons and holes in real
space,15,34 in contrast to the present work, where B is suppressed by separation in reciprocal space.
Both mechanisms could contribute simultaneously to reduced recombination. We pointed to a
TABLE II. Calculated values of kmin and conduction band effective masses
along the three principal axes. LDA results for the molecular dynamics
2×2×2 supercell are the average from one hundred snapshots.
Structure Theory kmin (Å −1) m1 m2 m3
Pseudocubic ⟨100⟩ QSGW 0.043 0.95 0.13 0.11
Pseudocubic ⟨110⟩ 0.055 0.13 0.11 0.11
Pseudocubic ⟨111⟩ 0.043 0.36 0.12 0.12
Pseudocubic ⟨100⟩ LDA 0.049 1.03 0.09 0.06
Pseudocubic ⟨110⟩ 0.057 0.08 0.07 0.06
Pseudocubic ⟨111⟩ 0.049 0.27 0.08 0.08
Molecular Dynamics 0.105 1.02 0.60 0.42
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limited body of evidence to support the latter; along these lines it is noteworthy that high power
conversion efficiencies have been reported only for lead-based halide perovskites. This is consistent
with the spin-split indirect gap picture, as SOC is weaker in lighter elements such as Sn. In principle
it is possible to obtain experimental evidence for the direct/indirect-gap picture, with optical probes
of the (weakly emissive) indirect gap. Sensitive photoluminescence (PL) or electroluminescence
(EL) would probe the emission from this state, absorption can be probed by sensitive external
quantum efficiency (EQE) or photo-deflection spectroscopy (PDS). In our idealized structure we
predict the splitting to be 75 meV, while in the actual, disordered case it will vary with the disorder.
In summary we have provided a fully ab initio relativistic calculation of the hybrid halide
perovskite radiative recombination lifetime. We considered only direct recombination, and with
electron and hole populations described by a quasi-Fermi level. We have shown that the bimolecular
recombination rate is strongly temperature and carrier density sensitive and that the long carrier
lifetime and diffusion length are a direct consequence of large relativistic spin-orbit coupling com-
bined with internal electric fields. We suggest that the relevant electric fields are mainly generated
by dynamic deformation of the inorganic octahedral cage. The spin-split indirect gap is gener-
ated by the Pb lone-pair driven distortions and the Pb spin-orbit coupling of the conduction band.
For perovskite alloys, for example, formamidinium/methylammonium/caesium and iodine/bromine,
the additional symmetry breaking due to occupational site disorder would be expected to further
enhance these effects, which is consistent with their strong photovoltaic action.
The authors thank Jenny Nelson, Thomas Kirchartz, and Keith Butler for useful discussions.
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